we have plotted P vs. q and q (proportional to -t).
It is convenient that P falls only slowly for q > qo so that P ~ 0.7 for 1 < q < 4 and P -~ 0.4 for 3 ~ q ~ i0 (averaged over pl, not t).
In order to design an experiment, we want to consider the fraction of the incident flux which may be scattered into a range of t useful for polarization analysis. The relevant quantity is is indicated in Table I . Not shown are magnets to s e e p charged particles and to rotate ~eutron polarization. Note 500:1 ratio of horizontal to vertical scales. 
BE.'~M PLu~
A/Eu rRo~ ~£ r z c r o~ The Fermilab neutron beam is a "white" spectrum so that an energy-sensitive detector would be necessary.
Our group has routinely used an ionization calorimeter i0 with a 12% FWHM resolution at 300 GeV.
We have not so far combined this with a vertex detector (chamber) although this should be straightforward. The arrows represent known polarization, longitudinal or transverse, of the preceeding particle. The notation follows E. Leader, refs. 5 and 6. 
